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Foundational vs. concept evaluation user research

Foundational user research
Understand user needs

Concept Evaluation user research 
Explore early solution ideas

• Gather comprehensive understanding of user 
profiles, motivations, behaviors, and 
experiences

• Map end-to-end customer journey

• Research competitor UX

• Evaluate and evolve early-stage product 
concepts before starting the design and 
development to ensure the project is on the 

right track in supporting user needs

• Note: You need to create concepts based on 
foundational user research first and then do 
user evaluation on them 

See detailed explanation of Concept Evaluation

They are the two key user research methods used to shape product strategy

http://uxstrategized.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/UX-Strategized-Concept-Exploration-Approach.pdf
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Typical practice: Foundational user research as stand-alone project

Foundational user research
Treated as a stand-alone project

Concept Evaluation user research 

Wireframe UI evaluation

Usability studies and beyond

Understanding user needs phase Developing product solutions phase

It kind of makes sense: Gather foundational knowledge to understand user needs first, 

and then create and evaluate the solutions accordingly
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Foundational user research

Concept Evaluation user research 

Wireframe UI evaluation

Usability studies and beyond

Understanding user needs phase Developing product solutions phase

Opportunities exist to integrate the two phases – specifically, foundational research and 

concept evaluation – to move faster, get deeper insights, and lead to better decisions

But there are benefits of integration

integrate
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Our practice: Integrate foundational and concept evaluation research in an iterative approach

Foundational 
research

Concept 
Evaluation

Iteration 1

No knowledge about users

= Focus foundational research

Iteration 3

Lots of knowledge + Lots of solution ideas

= Focus on concept evaluation research

Iteration 2

Some knowledge + Some solution ideas

= Hybrid research

Tips:
• You can choose to skip/add iterations depending on how things go
• For each iteration, the number of user interviews could be small, because they add up to a large sample size in the end

An integrated, iterative approach to rapidly move from understanding user 
needs to exploring early solutions

gather knowledge explore solutions
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Comparison

Typical practice Integrated approach

Timeline

Quality

Process

Actionability

Takes a long time to reach solutions

User insight might be generic, not deep enough

Might forget doing concept evaluation later

Insight might not translate into solutions well

Takes a shorter time to reach solutions

Deeper user insight, and better solutions

Will always remember to do concept evaluation

Insight is translated into solutions in a relevant 

and streamlined manner

Vs.
Conduct foundational research stand-alone Integrate foundational and concept evaluation research
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Detailed benefits of the integrated research approach

Gathering foundational insight and exploring concepts can feed into and therefore 
improve the quality of each other when performed together

Through the iterative approach, we can quickly evolve and refine our understanding 
of users and product concepts, thereby achieving better final outcome

Helps product makers avoid “analysis paralysis” by integrating solutioning with 
knowledge gathering for a streamlined decision process

Reduces end-to-end product development timeline, as well as delivers just-in-time 
user insight for tactical decision making

Able to achieve a large sample size (needed for high decision confidence) of user 

interviews after completing all iterations of research; in the meanwhile, it makes user 
recruiting easy for each iteration, which could consist of a small sample size

Understanding user needs and creating 
solutions are better together

Rapidly evolves knowledge and solutions

Better connects insight with action

Shortens product development timeline

Large sample size through small bite sizes
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Background

Frank Guo, Ph.D., is a respected customer/user research 

consultant based in San Francisco bay area, providing research 

services through his consultancy, UX Strategized, to leading 
tech companies since 2011. 

Leveraging extensive experience, award-winning insight, and 
unique approaches, Frank has helped many top companies 

create products with compelling user experience and market 

success:

About UX Strategized: Shape innovation strategy via user insight

Philosophy and specialties

1. Decision-focused user research
Focused on informing and shaping decisions via customer/user insight

2. Strategic impact, via lean research
Use iterative and fast-paced research process that works well with 
agile development and tight timeline to inform strategic as well as 

tactical decisions

3. Concept research to shape innovation
Leverage concept exploration as a cornerstone approach to 
fundamentally shape product innovation

4. Full-cycle research to continuously inform decisions
Conduct research in supporting each stage of product cycle, from 

foundational user insight research to launch-and-learn customer 
feedback gathering, to continuously inform product decisions

http://uxstrategized.com
http://www.uxstrategized.com/
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Contact Frank to learn more: frank.guo@uxstrategized.com

www.uxstrategized.com

Visit our website for more customer insight

http://uxstrategized.com
http://www.uxstrategized.com/

